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Lightning fast & intuitive interface Cut and paste sounds just like images in PhotoShop. These functions will make editing and working with sound easier for you. Sony Vaio ion Plus software changes the way PCs communicate Many users of Sony VAIO computers are thinking about expanding their computing resources with a new platform. In particular, many
people want to buy an ion laptop or home PC. Presented software update Sony VAIO provides the ability to use additional resources from two sources at the same time. You will be able to use both USB ports in a single channel, while maintaining the same amount of memory (that is, you can operate data in both directions). It is important that the amount of

space occupied by the system is doubled. This means that now you always have free space on your hard drive (even if the amount of RAM is currently 4 GB). In addition, the hard disk capacity is increased from 2.5 GB to 4 GB, and the hard drive - up to 256 GB. Interface modes change. You can customize PUSH, Shift, Force, Handle, and use draggable CTRL
or ALT commands. There is also a style customizer that allows you to customize the interface and style for different applications and devices. Finally, it became possible to create your own sounds by clicking on the corresponding button on the toolbar. In addition, there will be no ads on all discs until December 22. Kodak PIXMA MX5500 New digital camera

with 92 aperture function is equipped with a high-performance 5 megapixel matrix and proprietary Spectra shots technology. The novelty has an ergonomic design with a comfortable keyboard and a large circular display with high resolution and contrast. A new laptop from Kyocera has entered the market - the EEE Information Processing V (IPS) EEE
Computers model. The hardware platform of the computer is based on a quad-core processor Intel Core i3-2155M with a frequency of 2 GHz, and the amount of operational part is 2 GB. The equipment is complemented by a 250 GB hard drive, which can be used to store personal information, and PCI and E-SATA interfaces are provided for data transfer. The

EEE IPS laptop boasts 9 hours of battery life and 2GB of RAM. But as in
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